Our shared culture around food brings with it an opportunity to love and encourage our youth and young adults through a hot meal. As a member of the kitchen team, you will not only be breaking down common boundaries to food access but inviting our youth and young adults to share a meal with you.

WHAT ARE WE DOING?
Activities include prepping and cooking in our kitchen following ServeSafe and COVID Guidelines as well as managing fresh food donations and making lunch bags. Of course, cleaning is a big part of this team! In addition, checking expiration dates on food/drinks as well as washing dishes and taking out the trash.

WHERE ARE WE DOING THIS?
This activity happens here at our Program Center at 2416 E New York Street, Indianapolis, IN 46201.

WHAT DAYS AND TIMES DOES THIS HAPPEN?
We would discuss with you specific kitchen activities needed during our main Program Center hours of Monday, Wednesday, Friday 9:30 am – 4:00 pm. Breakfast on Monday 9:00 – 11:30 am.

QUESTIONS?
Jennifer Ebner
ejbner@outreachindiana.org
(317) 270-3866
Scan QR Code to apply or see more volunteer opportunities!